Bolster Your Customer
Service with NCR
Counterpoint

A System that Grows
with Your Business
Given today’s highly competitive market and evolving customer expectations, business owners need
a data-driven point-of-sale (POS) software that provides them with complete data access and control
over their business operations, from anywhere at any time. NCR Counterpoint is a complete specialty
retail management system, point-of-sale software and inventory control system that seamlessly
integrates the front and back office of your business.
Every aspect of this software is designed to be tailored to your unique business needs and can either
accommodate a single location with multiple drawers or multi-locations within a single franchise.
This makes it a perfect fit for a wide variety of industries, from specialty retail stores and lawn and
garden centers to wine and liquor stores and thrift shops.

In this eGuide, we’ll explore how partnering with C&K Systems to leverage the many features and
capabilities of NCR Counterpoint can help you manage your business more efficiently and ensure
you’re getting the highest ROI from your POS system.
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Meet Your Customers
Anywhere
In today’s market, your business needs to have the capacity to sell your products from wherever your
customers are gathering, whether that’s a local event, a sidewalk sale, a trade show or the sales floor.
Having the right POS system in place enables your business to perform commerce and connect with
your customers wherever and however you like via an iOS device.

Enjoy a Complete Point
of Sale Terminal
Scan items, receive payment, print receipts,
accept returns, apply discounts and more, all
from the palm of your hand.

Gain Instant Visibility of
Your Inventory
Look up items for customers, perform
adjustments, process receiving and more
from your iOS device.

Define Individual
Customer Records
Break down the physical barriers between
you and the customer with instant access to
customer records like purchase history and
loyalty balances.

With a completely mobile POS system, physical location no longer must be a barrier between your
business and your customers. NCR Counterpoint Mobile puts your customer records, real-time
inventory visibility and a fully functional POS terminal at your fingertips, enabling you to provide your
customers with a personalized and consistent experience.
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Keep Track of Everything
for Your Store Services
Another major benefit of integrating NCR Counterpoint into your business is NCR Smart Alerts. It’s
a mobile alerting tool that monitors transaction history within your POS system. NCR Smart Alerts
instantly identifies unusual activities and notifies you via a security alert sent to your mobile device.
Alerts fall into three major categories: store operation, fraud prevention and customer service.

Gain real-time visibility into your business operations:
Get alerted instantly to fraudulent situations like excessive voided
tickets and large price overrides
Monitor store operations through critical alerts, such as low inventory
warnings and failed credit card statements
Protect your bottom line with notifications of key activities in your
store, such as opening, system logins, and large sales or refunds
Receive daily sales figures via text or email and review performance
indicators from anywhere

Any successful business leader or
owner knows the power of keeping
tabs on their business when they’re
away from their stores. With NCR Alerts
from NCR Counterpoint, you can easily
review the total daily sales, average
ticket size, number of customers and
more from your mobile device.
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Connect with Customers and Deepen
Brand Loyalty
For business owners looking to drive sales, connect with their customers like never before and
deepen brand loyalty, NCR’s Customer Connect is the perfect integrated email marketing tool.
Forget the days of sending customers information that is not relevant to them, their purchasing
habits or preferences.

Create Recurring
Email Campaigns
Set up automated recurring email marketing
campaigns to welcome new customers,
send birthday offers and keep customers
informed of upcoming sales.

Leverage
Customer Data
Utilize customer information and purchase history
from your NCR Counterpoint POS system to build
targeted customer email marketing segments.

Understand the True
ROI of Your Emails
Easily track who has opened and clicked your
emails as well as what sales are being driven
by your campaigns.

With an integrated email marketing tool like NCR Customer Connect, you’ll be able to leverage a
wide variety of customer information to your advantage, to drive sales and increase campaign
response rates. This is particularly relevant at a time when more and more customers are seeking a
personalized and consistent experience across all channels.
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Minimize Your Risk of a Credit Card
Security Breach
An exposure of customer credit card numbers can result in unplanned costs of thousands of dollars
or more in fees, penalties, time expenditure and reputation — making it clear to see why you want
to minimize your risk of a credit card security breach as much as possible. With NCR Secure Pay,
a secure payment processing platform for NCR Counterpoint, you can ensure that all personal and
transactional data is kept safe from the start to the end of a transaction.

Process payments in a PCI-DSS compliant manner:
Take credit card storage out of your local system and move it to an
NCR Secure Pay host
Encrypt sensitive credit card data throughout its lifecycle in
your environment
Automate your settlements to happen daily or settle transactions
remotely using a merchant portal
Ensure authorized users have access to transaction information as
needed for business operations

Every aspect of NCR Secure Payment, from
point-to-point encryption to tokenization,
ensures that sensitive credit card data is
secure and your exposure to a credit card
breach is greatly reduced. You can always
have peace of mind knowing that cardholder
data is in a protected environment with
multiple layers of security.
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Identify Trends and Make
Informed Business Decisions
One of the most difficult tasks facing today’s business owners is analyzing historical data in order
to gain new insights, identify trends and improve future strategic decision making. However, getting
actionable data and key performance indicators out of your POS system doesn't have to be difficult.
With NCR Counterpoint, you can take advantage of more than 40 built-in reports designed to
maximize your investment.

Get Sale Performance
Data on Your Inventory
Efficiently respond to demand and shortages
as they occur by ranking your reporting by
inventory quantity on hand, inventory value or
profit potential.

Provide the Experience
Your Customers Desire
Set up and analyze custom reports to
better understand the buying habits of your
customers and implement an appropriate
customer loyalty program.

Gain a Better Picture of
Your Stock Turn Rate
Understand the current state and past
performance of inventory, sales, transfers,
and receiving by reporting on multiple key
performance indicators.

The reports available to your business in NCR Counterpoint are the best way to make a conscious
habit of utilizing data to manage your business and get the best return on your investment from
your POS system. This will help your business make more informed decisions and position itself for
future growth.
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Seamlessly Integrate Your Front
and Back-End Operations
If you’re ready to get started with NCR Counterpoint, get in touch with a member of our expert team
here at C&K Systems. During a quick demo call, we’ll listen to your unique business challenges and
work together to create a custom strategy around your goals. We are NCR Certified Counterpoint
trainers who have helped over 500 clients reach their personalized finish line. Let us do the same for
your business.

About C&K Systems
Proudly serving the Southeast United States and beyond, C&K Systems is a diverse family of caring,
hardworking and knowledgeable professionals devoted to ensuring our clients’ enduring success. Our
mission is to always deliver innovative retail technology solutions backed by world-class service and
support to our clients. We thrive on building lasting relationships with our clients by providing them
with industry specific, strategic guidance and solutions that solve their unique business challenges.

In addition to NCR Counterpoint, we offer:
Managed IT Services

Ecommerce Integration

iVend Retail

Custom Software Development

IT Consulting Services

Hosting and Endpoint

For more information, visit our website or give us a call
www.cksystem.com
888-476-7911
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